Volume of used BEV’s

When will BEV’s be the majority of vehicles returning to the market?
In the next 5 years, EV share to grow from 13% to 35% of the market
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2027 BEV set to be dominant powertrain for new passenger vehicles
EV’s entering the used car market with ~ 4 year delay

Data for EU + UK + EFTA
Other Powertrains will dominate the used car market for longer
In 2031 we expect BEV to be dominant powertrain coming back to market
BEV used car parc of total still modest in 2027 compared to total

Data for EU + UK + EFTA
BEV availability for used car buyers largely differs by country
Southern countries lagging behind in used EV fleets > import from north?

BEV’s influx in used car market 2027
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